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Abstract: The availability of robust end-to-end ML processes plays a crucial role in delivering an accurate and reliable 

system for real-time text data inference. In this paper, we present an approach to building machine learning 

operations (MLOps) and an observability application to perform topic modelling of online discussions in 

social media, here observed based on topics and threads related to the Russian war in Ukraine. Splunk 

Enterprise is the main tool and platform used throughout this research with its knowledge discovery, 

dashboarding, and alerting. 30GB of social media text data coming from a Russian social network VKontakte 

over the time line January 2022 to May 2023. Main inquiries included text mining and topic modelling, which 

we managed to perform over the observation period using Python frameworks, mainly gensim for text 

processing and MLflow for experiment management and logging. The Splunk architecture allowed us to 

ingest and analyse the results and prediction of ML experiments for dynamic topic modelling, and served as 

a MLOps solution. The designed set of five dashboards played a crucial role in determining the optimal model 

hyperparameters (number of topics, A-priori belief on document-topic distribution, number of total corpus 

passes) and drift detection which occurred almost every two-three weeks depending on the phase of the war. 

Our application assisted us with text analysis, discovering how events on the battlefield influenced social 

media discussions, and what post attributes contributed to a high user engagement. With our setup we were 

able to find out how antiwar hashtags have been used to promote misleading content actually supporting the 

war against Ukraine. The analysis of the researched discussions shows a trend where usage of adjectives 

decreased over time since the war has started, whereas an increase for nouns and verbs usage over time. 

Information distortion has steadily been present in the content leading to bias and misleading data in social 

media discussions.

1 INTRODUCTION 

The rapid proliferation of social media platforms has 

transformed the way information circulates, 

impacting everything from daily conversations to 

global events. As these platforms become central 

hubs of information exchange, they also become 

fertile grounds for the spreading fakes, so called trolls 

activities and targeted propaganda campaigns. The 
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Russian war in Ukraine as a significant geopolitical 

event can be used as a major example where, amidst 

the vast amounts of discussions, opinions, and 

perspectives across various social media platforms, 

instances of misinformation,  orchestrated facts 

manipulation and down to bare propaganda 

campaigns can bias the perception of social media 

discussion For this, several sources of Russian 

platforms have been observed [1]. This immense 

amount of real-time data, which is a mixture of 

genuine insights and manipulated narratives is more 

and more used as a decision-making base by 

policymakers, managers of businesses and even by 

researchers. Analyzing the data in real-time is 

required to find trends, categorize information into 

meaningful pieces, map inter-dependencies, and 

model social media discussions, which can be 

efficiently accomplished using machine learning 

capabilities. Therefore, processing raw data through 

computational algorithms would eliminate the toil, 

and let analysts and researchers focus on knowledge 

mining of organized information with a drilldown 

capability to dive into the original data. 

However, harnessing this vast volume of data and 

extracting meaningful insights from it in real-time 

presents several challenges. Conventional data 

analysis tools and methodologies often fall short 

when faced with the dynamic nature of social media 

content, which is characterized by its heterogeneity, 

volume, and velocity [2]. Machine Learning 

Operations (MLOps) - a set of practices, guidelines, 

and tools - promises to bridge this gap [3]. MLOps, 

when combined with robust end-to-end machine 

learning processes, enables the development of 

systems that can efficiently process, analyse, and 

reveal insights from massive streams of real-time text 

data. The implemented MLOps-powered system 

improved the observability of topic models, assisted 

with data drifts detection, and determining the 

frequency for retraining. We found out that model 

training time increases with the number of topics for 

the text to be split into. The analyzed metrics used to 

evaluate the model performance are correlated in such 

a way: perplexity has a 79.5% correlation with UMass 

coherence score and 71.8% with CV coherence 

scores. The correlation between these two coherence 

scores is just 27.1%. This confirms that decision for 

the optimal model hyperparameters can be made in 

conjunction with these three metrics. 

According to the CRISP-ML(Q) model [4], 

effective monitoring of machine learning operations 

is as vital as the development of the model itself [3]. 

This is particularly true in dynamic environments 

with frequent data change and drift is paramountto 

maintaining high standards for performance and 

knowledge mining in such settings. 

Figure 1: Workflow architecture of the machine learning operations process. 
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In this paper, we improve the efficiency and user-

experience of processing and analyzing vast amounts 

of social media discussions. Our methodology, 

underpinned by advanced text mining techniques and 

topic modelling, not only aids in knowledge 

discovery but also equips us with the tools to detect 

model drifts, ensuring the continual relevance and 

accuracy of our insights. As we navigate through the 

intricacies of our solution, we also shed light on the 

importance of real-time monitoring, the challenges 

posed by the dynamic environment of social media, 

and the invaluable insights that can be drawn from 

such an endeavour. 

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Machine Learning operations and their monitoring 

are intricately tied to the specific modelling use-case 

in question. CV and UMass coherence scores and 

perplexity were used in this research to evaluate the 

performance of the trained topic models [5]. 

Similarly, the optimization of hyperparameters varies 

across algorithms, contingent upon the model 

architecture. In this context, we delve into the 

monitoring and evaluation of the Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation (LDA) algorithm, trained in Python using 

the gensim library, to automatically model topics 

within social media data pertinent to geopolitical 

events [6, 7]. The LDA algorithm is favoured by 

numerous researchers due to its efficiency and 

adaptability. Recent studies underscore its 

prominence as a generative text model [6]. Given the 

data's nature, it's imperative to continuously update 

knowledge in real-time and remain vigilant to a 

significant number of outliers or any signs of 

performance degradation. Upon spotting any of these 

indicators, swift detection and proactive measures are 

essential for being able to observe and to identivy 

trends and biases in the subject under study [8]. The 

presence of robust MLOps becomes even more 

critical for high-load production systems. Disruptions 

in service level objectives or agreements (SLOs and 

SLAs) can have detrimental effects on the system 

reliability and performance [9]. 

Having these prerequisites in mind, the 

architecture depicted in the Figure 1 has appeared 

conceiving.  

According to the architecture diagram (Figure 1), 

there are three primary layers, namely: 

 data collection;

 data operations;

 real-time monitoring.

To understand the use-case and implementation, a 

concise description of each layer is provided. 

Data collection has been performed using 

officially available APIs from VKontakte social 

media platform to retrieve a discrete number of posts 

based on a specified query for the period since 

January 2022 until May 2023. The following 

keyword parameters were specified in the search 

query to retrieve the most relevant pieces of 

information related to the actual Russian war in 

Ukraine: “war”, “specoperation”, and “Ukraine”. 

The returned data undergoes a standard procedure 

involving cleaning, transformations, feature 

engineering, and text pre-processing. The latter is 

Figure 2: Visual representation of MLFlow experiments, detailing run metrics, execution times, and the relationship between. 
experiments and their optimal runs for topic modeling.
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particularly crucial as it serves as input for the LDA 

model. Subsequently, metadata and consolidated 

statistics related to the social media posts are stored 

and passed to the next layer. Text vectorization and 

model training have been conducted using the 

gensim, spaCy, and NLTK Python-libraries. For 

hyper-parameter tuning, experiment management, 

and subsequent model deployment, the open-source 

library MLFlow has been used. 

The monitoring artefacts in the third layer, storing 

the output from the previous step, are split into four 

categories, see Figure 1, right part: 

 Model training logs that include information

about hyperparameters, training duration,

experiment and run IDs, metrics, and additional

metadata.

 LDA visualization results, which comprise

JSON files needed to reconstruct and depict the

determined topics of the best-performing model

on a 2D Cartesian plot. The outcomes from this

category aid decision-making during the model

selection process post hyperparameter tuning.

 The inference data category preserves post data,

the label assigned by the model, probability

scores, and the principal component values of

the input documents’ vectors.

 Summary results encapsulate text summaries for

each identified topic.

Each category contains common keys, such as 

experiment and run IDs, derived from the preceding 

step when leveraging MLFlow's logging features. 

Once the output data is systematically 

categorized, the Splunk ecosystem is employed. The 

monitoring layer's implementation predominantly 

utilizes Splunk Enterprise, a comprehensive data 

platform, designed for real-time information 

indexing, storage, and processing. Splunk was 

selected due to its developer-centric features and 

adaptable search processing language. 

A universal forwarder, a streamlined version of 

Splunk Enterprise equipped with data forwarding 

functionalities, performs real-time data ingestion to a 

a dedicated Splu nk Enterprise instance tasked with 

indexing and searching operations. Each index retains 

data corresponding to its category. For example, 

model training logs are exclusively ingested into the 

model training index, while inference data is confined 

to the inference data index. Leveraging IDs consistent 

across indexes enables the execution of joined 

operations and other data-related tasks. 

The concluding phase of the third layer 

encompasses data visualization via interactive 

dashboards equipped with a variety of dropdowns and 

filter options. Additionally, for enhanced monitoring, 

alerts can be configured to detect model performance 

degradation and identify anomalies. 

In summary, five dashboards, termed as 

"knowledge objects," were formulated within Splunk 

Enterprise. These dashboards interrelate and 

Figure 3: A detailed visualisation of run metrics, emphasizing the correlation between the number of topics and run 

latency, performance scores, and the exploration of hyperparameters across different runs for optimal model training. 
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collectively aim to offer real-time insights into 

MLOps and the intricate analysis of social media 

data. 

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This section describes the derived artifacts, specifi 

findings their significance along with suggestions for 

enhancements in future research. We have created the 

following knowledge objects to aid MLOps and 

observability implementation: 

 Experiments

 Runs

 Topic Modelling Visualization

 Inference Results

 Text Analytics

We will sequentially discuss each of these 

knowledge objects to elucidate their value, challenges 

during their development, and inherent limitations. 

The Experiments dashboard (Figure 2) showcases 

information corresponding to a unit within the 

MLFlow architecture. An experiment comprises 

multiple runs, where a run is a single execution of a 

script with defined parameters. In our scenario, the 

experiment pertains to training a topic modelling 

model over a specified duration. It's essential to 

consider hyperparameters like the number of topics, 

alpha score, and iterations over the dataset to achieve 

optimal results. Each run encapsulates a specific set 

of hyperparameters and, upon completion, yields 

metrics for evaluation and comparison. 

The aforementioned dashboard displays 

summarized statistics about various experiments. It 

provides filtering options based on time window, 

experiment name, and ID. The dashboard's single-

value panels convey details about the average and 

total execution time, number of experiments, and 

runs. The table presents each experiment's 

comprehensive attributes: its name, unique identifier, 

number of runs, total and average execution latency 

per run, status, and an indicator for the availability of 

prediction results. For each experiment, the optimal 

run is selected, and its hyperparameters are employed 

for the final topic modelling. The dashboard contains 

a table with details about the best run, and if inference 

results exist, one can navigate to this dashboard to 

evaluate the topic modelling outcomes by clicking on 

the selected run. 

Evaluating the set hyperparameters of each run 

within an experiment necessitates comparing 

performance metrics. The runs dashboard (Figure 3) 

empowers engineers and analysts to execute this task. 

Leveraging Splunk's drill-down features, 

transitioning from Experiments to Runs knowledge 

objects significantly enhances the user experience. 

The latter dashboard is prefiltered based on the 

selected experiment ID from the previous dashboard. 

Run latency is a crucial consideration during model 

training. The Runs dashboard displays a bar chart and 

summary statistics for runs’ execution times. A 

discernible pattern emerges: a higher number of 

topics correlate with increased run latency. Perplexity 

and coherence scores are plotted against the number 

of topics using line charts, facilitating easy 

correlation of metrics for a given topic count. The 

same piece of information is replicated below these 

line charts in a table “Run details” with 

supplementary metadata about specific runs. The 

built-in capabilities for table formatting afford a 

comprehensive view of performance metrics, aiding 

analysts in their comparison. Furthermore, the 

dashboard enables the identification of optimal 

hyperparameters, which can be adjusted in 

subsequent runs. 

Figure 4: Interactive Topic Modelling Visualization. 
Displaying modelled topics on a Cartesian plot using the 

LDA algorithm. The bubble chart demonstrates topic 

distributions, with size indicating document frequency and 

proximity suggesting potential topic similarities. The layout 
aids in discerning term commonalities across topics and 

highlights the LDA's emphasis on word frequency over 

sentiment analysis. 
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After selecting the best runs, the topic modelling 

model with the most suitable hyperparameters can be 

trained for inference. Topic modelling objective is to 

categorize a text dataset into meaningful groups to 

extract knowledge.  

The Topic Modelling Visualization (Figure 4) 

dashboard provides a suite of panels and filters to: 

 Determine the placement of each modelled topic

on a Cartesian plot and its relationship to other

topics.

 Analyse a topic's keywords and terms.

 Identify common keywords and terms across the

modelled topics.

We employed the LDA algorithm for topic 

modelling. The visual formatting of the panels aids 

decision-making. For instance, a bubble chart (Figure 

4) depicts topics on a Cartesian plot, with larger

bubbles indicating topics with more documents.

Closely situated or overlapping bubbles might

suggest topic similarity, possibly indicating that the

topic count is too high. The table with topics terms

below shows the most crucial keywords that describe

the processed messages. The top terms shown on

Figure 4 are “Ukraine”, “movie”, “military”

(adjective), “February”, “army”, “Russian”, “soviet”,

“Stalingrad”, “history”, “military” (noun), “soldier”,

“victory”, “China”, “German”. The frequency and

percent columns indicate the quantity of these

keywords’ appearance in the input documents. We

can conclude most of the collected data based on the

input search parameters is related to 1) the war in 

Ukraine, 2) historical battles during the Second 

World War, 3) geopolitical situation in the world.  

Hence, such visualizations are invaluable, 

facilitating efficient task completion. Similarly, if 

specific terms frequently appear in multiple topics, 

it's a clear sign of their relatedness. This observation 

highlights an LDA limitation: it doesn't capture 

sentiment and relies on word counts in the training 

text data.  

The Inference Results dashboard (Figure 5), the 

fourth one, is designed to showcase predictions made 

by the model with the best hyperparameters from a 

given experiment. The data for this dashboard shares 

common keys, such as experiment and run IDs, 

enabling linkage with other datasets. Consequently, 

filters for these IDs are present on the Inference 

Results dashboard. Primary panels include: 

 Document count by topics.

 Average, minimum, and maximum distances to

the topics' centroids for the documents.

 Probability box plots to display the likelihood of

documents belonging to the predicted topic.

 t-SNE visualization of the predicted document-

to-topic associations.

 A table with summary statistics about each

topic's distance to its centroid, aiding in

identifying topics with numerous outliers.

Figure 5: Inference Results Overview. An in-depth display of model predictions based on optimal hyperparameters. This 

dashboard visualizes topic distributions, document-to-topic distances, and prediction likelihoods. It aids in the real-time 

evaluation of model performance, detection of outliers, and understanding topic dynamics, offering insights into both broad 
and specific textual representations within the dataset. 
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Another objective of the Inference Results 

dashboard (Figure 5) is to detect the trained model's 

performance degradation. Indications such as a 

significant number of outliers or declining 

probabilities of a document belonging to the predicted 

topic over time are potent signals of such scenarios. 

Based on our empirical evaluation, if a topic 

comprises more than 10% outliers among its 

documents, the model's performance has diminished, 

rendering it less adept at predicting the correct topic 

for unseen documents. Such observations were 

spotted usually on a regular basis ranging between 

two to four weeks, and are known as the topic survival 

time.  

We present a categorization of topics from the 

Inference Results dashboard in Table 1. 

We observed that topics with more considerable 

centroid distances tend to share common terms and 

keywords. Such topics offer a broader representation 

of the entire text dataset rather than focusing on 

specific facets. However, this doesn't render them 

invaluable. These instances exemplify generic 

meanings and aid in extracting such text entities. 

Similarly, the Inference Results panels can assist 

researchers in determining irrelevant topics and 

related documents, which might be excluded for other 

exploration tasks. 

Text Analytics, the final dashboard of the 

developed Splunk application, consists of word cloud 

visualizations, analyses of extracted hashtags, and 

named entities. Users can interactively select 

documents related to particular topics, sorted by 

engagement metrics like views, likes, shares, and 

comments. 

In this case, the designed dashboards were 

populated with data from social media discussions 

about the Russian war in Ukraine. The solution's 

primary benefit lies in its capability for dynamic topic 

modelling, swift outlier identification, and signs for 

model retraining. We monitored how discussion 

topics and used keywords evolved over time and 

determined the main patterns. Discussions before the 

invasion (January-February 2022) can be 

characterized by such keywords used: “accusations” 

“threats”, “tension”, “uncertain”. Once the full-scale 

invasion began, we noticed a drastic increase in the 

number of generated posts. The main terms related to 

the Russian war in Ukraine were “betrayal", 

"surrender", "loss of opportunities". Also, historical 

figures were frequently mentioned. The third period, 

after more than a year of war, has seen a slight 

decrease in adjectives usage. This finding means the 

sentiment of the messages has tended to become 

neutral rather than emotionally appellative. 

We observe more and more nouns in the formed 

topics during this period. Overall, the comparison of 

the three periods shows that the war has had a 

significantly shaped the way social media discussions 

evolve. The war has also led to a sharp increase in the 

generated and shared content related to this subject. 

However, there are some signs that the tone of 

discussions about the war may be changing, as the 

conflict drags on. This solution has proven for real-

time social media analysis and exploration. The 

incorporation of Splunk's inherent capabilities and 

add-ons broadens the visualization range and tools for 

data interaction and visualization. 

Table 1. Categorization of the topics indices introduced at 

the Inference Results dashboard. 

Category Topics Mined knowledge 

Russian 

War in 

Ukraine 

4, 9, 11, 

14. 

These topics have the 

highest number of 

documents mainly because 

of the queries specified 
during data collection. The 

distance to centroids is low 

indicating minimum 

outliers. This simplifies 
further detection of related 

documents. 

Local 

subjects 

3, 8, 12 The category posts describe 

internal news happening 

within the country and 

region. The documents 
belonging to these topics 

are classified with high 

probability, which is 

explained by usage of 
certain words and phrases 

related to local sites and 

their events. 

Internal 

affairs 

1, 7, 10 A considerably high 

number of documents is 

typical for this category. 
They represent discussions 

about internal political and 

economic issues. 

Global 

geopolitics 

0, 6, 13 The topics contain posts 

with pieces of news and 

opinions about events 
happening throughout the 

world. The main terms 

include named entities 

(countries, states, and their 
leaders). 

Other 2, 5 The documents of this 

category have mainly low 

probabilities since their 

subjects of discussion are 

mixed and can be classified 
into many small topics. 
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Despite the efficacy of knowledge extraction and 

the well-designed dashboard set, this solution faces 

specific challenges and limitations. Primarily, the 

Splunk Enterprise is resource-intensive, and the 

software demands powerful computational 

capabilities. If these constraints can't be met, open-

source visualization and data manipulation tools 

might be a viable alternative. 

The selected LDA algorithm also has inherent 

drawbacks. It doesn't represent topic evolution over 

time, necessitating our custom implementation. The 

algorithm doesn't model sentence structure and 

disregards sentiment. When analysing opinion data 

from social media, similar keyword sets might 

convey opposing sentiments across different 

documents. Ideally, such observations would be 

classified as distinct topics. However, the LDA 

algorithm would likely consider only word usage 

within documents, resulting in either a single topic or 

multiple closely related topics. Comprehensive 

reviews of other topic modelling algorithms validate 

their successful deployment in various domains [10, 

11], and BERTopic emerges as a robust transformer-

based neural topic modelling algorithm. The model 

supports diverse topic modelling activities, including 

dynamic ones. Another advantage is the integration 

of GPT models to summarize returned topics [12]. 

Consequently, topic summarization emerges as a 

promising research area to glean insights from vast 

document volumes [13, 14, 15]. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

This endeavour facilitated real-time monitoring of 

social media discussions surrounding the Russian war 

in Ukraine. We ingested and analysed approximately 

30GB of data from February 2022 to May 2023 in 

Splunk using the developed dashboards. We not only 

modelled a plethora of topics during the study period 

but also discerned the distinctions among them. The 

MLOps-specific dashboards for experiment and run 

evaluations enabled swift determination of the 

optimal topic count for data segmentation. We 

postulate that web discussions mirror actual 

battlefield events and portray the conflict's gravity. 

Notably, the discovery dashboard and text analysis 

provide invaluable insights into whether specific text 

entities and overall topics contain destructive content, 

which is paramount in the current era of copious 

opinion data on social media platforms. Another 

solution advantage is the discovery of top hashtags. 

On social media, hashtags amplify information's 

searchability and visibility. We pinpointed frequently 

used hashtags within specific topics, which is also 

invaluable for identifying misleading or harmful 

content. Swift identification of popular text pieces, 

based on user engagement metrics and their predicted 

topics, facilitated comprehensive knowledge mining 

of web discussions about geopolitical events. The 

MLOps facet of the solution is vital for precise 

modelling, making it an invaluable tool for media 

analysis and content moderation. 
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